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subjects into distinctive groups makes intensive study possible
in the B.A. Classes since besides English and Theology or
Morals which, are compulsory, a student can take up only one
particular subject in which he can specialise and later carry on
research work. It may also be noted that Theology or Morals
is compulsory for all under-graduates in the Faculties oT Arts
and Science.
The standard of compulsory English is nearly the same as
in other Universities, which enables the alumni of the Osmania
University to keep in touch with the currents of thought in the
English-speaking world and prevents them from being confined
to the publications of the University. They are also encouraged
by the staff to consult English books on various subjects from
which questions are set to them to criticise and to explain. Eng-
lish is taught only as a language, so that the students may be able
to speak and write it with ease and accuracy and to appreciate all
that is best in modern English Literature.
The first constructive work of the University was the estab-
lishment of a Bureau of Translation with, a staff of eight
qualified translators under the direction of a noted scholar and
writer.    The Bureau has been very successful in its work consi-
dering the immense difficulties in the way, specially in the coining
of scientific terms for which expert committees are constantly
at work and have devised a terminology for a number of sciences.
The work attempted by the Bureau embraces the whole range of
University studies including History (Eastern and Western,)
Philosophy,   Economics,   Sociology,   Mathematics    (pure   and
applied),   Physics,   Chemistry,   Law,   Botany   and   Zoology,
Engineering, Pedagogics and Medicine.    The books translated by
the Bureau are printed at the University Press attached to the
Bureau.   The Dairat-ul-Maarif (Oriental Publication Bureau)
which publishes rare Arabic books not available in print has re-
cently been placed under the control of the University.     The
services rendered by this institution to the cause of Arabic learn-
ing have been universally recognised not only in Islamic countries
but also by European Orientalists.
Under the Charter, the constitution of the University, which
has been framed to suit local conditions of official and public
life, differs in some respects from tihat of the older Indian Univer-
sities. Academic and administrative functions are vested in
distinct bodies specially constituted for these purposes. With
this object the Faculties have been so constituted as to perform
academic functions, which in many Indian Universities are per-
formed by the Syndicate. The number of Fellows appointed
to the Faculties is restricted, so that all members of the Senate

